Class 1 Home Learning
WC 29th June 2020
Daily Expectations
• Spend 15 minutes reading- books, comics, magazines- any reading is great!
• Spend 15 minutes doing some maths on Numbots, Sumdog or My Maths
• Practise reading and writing these words:

our

hour

door

floor

poor
Write each one in a sentence. Can you use more than one?

Writing

Reading

*Handwriting: Practise forming each letter of the
alphabet correctly

*Read a book aloud to someone at home

*Alliteration: Create an alliteration poem about the
rainforest, e.g. mad munching monkey, etc.
*Rainforest Description: Use the following link to
explore the forest floor and write a description:
https://askabiologist.asu.edu/sites/default/files/virtualreality/rainforest-biome-VR-360/index.html

*Caterpillar Shoes: Watch the video and create a
story map or write your own version:
https://www.literacyshed.com/caterpillar-shoes.html

*Design a new front cover for a book. Can you
write a new blurb for the book?
*Phoneme Spotter: Read through the phoneme
spotter aloud and highlight any or phonemes you
can hear. There are 4 different graphemes for or!
Can you spot them all?
*Suffixes: Look through a book for words ending in
the suffixes -ing, -er and -ed. How many can you
find?

Maths- Addition
*Collect and Count: Tell a number story (e.g. The Tiger had tea with Sophie and he ate 6 cakes. Then he ate
5 bananas. How much food did he eat altogether?) Solve by collecting and counting out objects.
*Read and Solve: Write some addition sentences and encourage the chn to read and solve each one using a
method of their choice (usually objects for counting or a number line)
*Missing Numbers: Solve the missing number problems using objects or a number line to count on.
*Card Tricks: Solve the problem, finding different combinations of cards to add up to different totals

Rainforest

*Geography: Forest Floor: Collect and use natural materials
to create your own forest floor
*Music: Rainforest Sounds: Create rainforest sounds using
objects from around the house:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011mwwt

*Art: Sketching: Look carefully at a rainforest animal and use
pencils to sketch what you can see. Can you use shading?
*Science: Animal Home: Design and make an animal home.
What features will it have?
Project borrowed from Robin Hood MAT

Enrichment Activities
Coco the Butterfly: Enjoy this Cosmic Kids yoga adventure: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pT-s1-phgxs
Chocolate Café!: Find and make a recipe that involves chocolate.
Carnival of the Animals: Move and dance along with the ‘Carnival of the Animals’ on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCLksQNHOUg

